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Market Insights for Week Ending July 27, 2018 
 

 
 

Too Much of a Good Thing 
 
Last Wednesday, July 25th, tech giant Facebook(FB) reported 2Q earnings after the 
close of trading.  On the surface, Facebook’s numbers looked fine with earnings coming 
in ahead of analysts’ expectations.  However, after lowering forward looking revenue 
guidance, the company was punished with a 22% selloff. This resulted in losing over 
$120 billion in market capitalization in a little over an hour.  To give you an idea how 

much value that is, it represents more than the bottom 21 companies in the S&P 500………COMBINED!  
 
Normally, we wouldn’t bother to mention the performance of an individual company, especially one which 
we don’t directly own in HCM portfolios.  However, Facebook represents the “F” in the now popular 
acronym “FAANG”.  “FAANG” stands for Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Google.  These 
companies, in some investor’s eyes, have become the new “Blue Chip” names in investing.  Their current 
combined market capitalization represents approximately 13% of all S&P 500 companies and almost 
20% of US GDP! 
 

 
 
The chart above shows the return on July 25th for the S&P 500 SPDR(SPY), in blue, and the return for 
the Invesco Equal Weight S&P 500(RSP), in orange.  Why July 25th?  That was the day following 
Facebook’s earnings announcement which drove the stock down 22%.  We would not typically show 
comparative data points for a one-day period; however, this particular example provides an excellent 
illustration of how different results are generated by the exact same group of companies, based on 
how the index is configured.  The traditional S&P 500 is a capitalization-weighted index. This means 
that stocks are weighted based on their total value (bigger companies make up a bigger part of the 
index).  Alternatively, the equal-weighted index represents all 500 companies in the S&P 500 at 
approximately .25% per position.  
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Why Do We Care? 
 
With the increased popularity of traditional cap-weighted indexing, more and more money continues to 
flow into the “FAANG” names.  Think about it this way, for every $1 that is added to the S&P 500, 13 
cents go into “FAANG” representing only 1% of the stocks in the index while the remaining 87 cents is 
divided between the remaining 99% of companies.  This works well when those names are performing 
well, as they have been for the past few years.  But it also creates additional risk.  Having 13% of a 
portfolio represented by just 5 names opens the door for the type of concentration risk we saw on July 
25th.  The performance of the equal-weight portfolio was almost .60% better because the allocation to 
Facebook was lower based on how the two indexes are constructed. 
 
Some analysts have argued that a bull market being driven by only a few securities isn’t as 
sustainable as one that is led by many different names.  For example, in the dot-com bubble of the 
early 2000’s, Cisco(CSCO) was predicted to become the first trillion-dollar company and enjoyed a top 
5 weighting in S&P 500.  But almost overnight, Cisco went from a peak share price of $77.88 to 
$12.87.  Let’s be clear, we aren’t making the prediction this will happen to any of the “FAANG” stocks, 
but the price action in Facebook should serve as a very real reminder that things can change quickly.  
Eerily, the leading candidate for the “next” first trillion-dollar company fluctuates between Amazon, 
Apple, and Google. 
 
As we structure our portfolios, we never lose sight of HCM’s Mission: To Improve the Financial 
Security of HCM Clients Via the Thoughtful Design and Implementation of Client Wealth Plans. 
Because of the additional risk that arises when investing exclusively in cap-weighted indexes, HCM 
typically includes equal-weight exposure alongside traditional cap-weighted indexes in our clients’ 
portfolios.  Diversification can be just as important within asset classes as it is across asset classes.  
We understand that when the “FAANG” leaders are running hot, the equal-weighted position will lag.  
However, when the torch is passed to new market leaders, equal-weight indexes will provide an extra 
layer of diversification, protection and probable outperformance over a full market cycle. 
 
 
 
Weekly Focus – Think About It  
 
“Plans are nothing, planning is everything.”   
 
-Dwight D. Eisenhower 
 
 
Market Activity 
 
Performance last week for the four major asset classes were: 

➢ U.S. Stocks – Russell 3000 (IWV) – Gain of .19% 
➢ Developed Foreign Markets (EFA) – Gain of 1.07% 
➢ Emerging Markets (EEM) – Gain of 1.66% 
➢ Fixed Income (AGG) – Loss of -.18% 

 
 (Note: performance is based on the change in price plus dividends) 
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Last Week’s Headlines 
 
-World stocks rose as global trade tensions eased.  US President Trump and European Commission 
president Jean-Claude Juncker agreed to remove tariffs related to non-auto goods. 
 
-Corporate earnings continued to show strong profit and sales growth.  Most guidance was upbeat and 
US GDP growth totaled 4.1% for Q2. 
 
-The European Central Bank affirmed its plan to end asset purchases sometime this year. 
 
 
Eye on the Week Ahead 
 
-The Fed is expected to reiterate its optimistic economic view and give indications if a September rate 
hike is in the cards.  Markets are still pricing in around 2 more rate hikes by the end of the year. 
 
 
If you have questions about tech earnings season please contact a member of HCM’s Wealth 
Advisory Team: 
 
 
Mike Hengehold (Mike@HengeholdCapital.com)  Casey Boland (Casey@HengeholdCapital.com) 
 
Jake Butcher (Jake@HengeholdCapital.com)  Jim Eutsler (Jim@HengeholdCapital.com)  
 
Greg Middendorf (Greg@HengeholdCapital.com)    Steve Hengehold (Steve@HengeholdCapital.com) 
 
Doug Johnson (Doug@HengeholdCapital.com)  
 
 
Disclaimer 
Any tax or other advice contained in this document, including any attachments, is not intended and cannot be used for the 
purpose of avoiding penalties under Internal Revenue Code. No action should be taken on any information contained in this 
message without first consulting with your tax/legal advisors regarding the tax/legal consequences for your particular 
circumstances. 
 
Additional Notes: 

• The Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500) is an unmanaged group of securities considered to be representative of the 
stock market in general. 

• Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice and are not intended as investment advice or to predict 
future performance. 

• Past performance does not guarantee future results. 

• You cannot invest directly in an index. 

• Consult your financial professional before making any investment decisions. 

 
• • • 
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